Timlin Announces Jr. Interviews

The Placement Office has announced that it has information concerning job opportunities for seniors with a number of companies. Maurice Timlin, College Placement Director, has stated that several firms will have representatives on the campus for interviews in the near future. Several firms have forwarded brochures describing their firms and job opportunities.

Seniors who are interested in these job opportunities are asked to contact Mr. Timlin at the Placement Office, Room 207, Harkins Hall.

Mr. Timlin also urges those Seniors who have not turned in their "fact sheets" as yet to do so. He stated that there are only 32 Seniors who have turned them in thus far. These sheets can be obtained in the Placement Office.

The firms for which the Office has information include:


Cranston Club Men Enter Nominations

The Cranston Club has mapped out an active schedule for the remainder of the academic year. Nominations have been made for this year's officers and for the top five members of the club. The new officers are:

President — John W. Kiely, George T. Fisher, Richard J. McDole.
Vice-President — John W. Barrett, Clifton J. Cuffey.
Secretary — Robert J. Slavin, O.P.
Treasurer — Robert M. McIlhenny.
Chairman — Edward G. Campbell.
Adviser — Robert T. Flaherty.

A Communist Breakfast has been planned for Mother's Day, May 14. (Continued on Page 6)

Looking Ahead

Four hundred and five seniors will receive the traditional cap and gown at ceremonies to be held Friday, May 5, in Harkins Hall. It was announced today by the Rev. Edmond F. Doyle, O.P., moderator of the senior class. After Mass at 8:30 celebrated by Fr. Doyle in the auditorium of Harkins Hall, the President, the Rev. William Slavin, O.P., president, addressed the seniors. He then received the flygbag for the evening and delivered the Cap and Gown Day address. At the close of the ceremonies the seniors will break up and throughout the remainder of the academic year there will be no more outdoor events.

Friday evening the Cap and Gown dance will be held in gala decorated W. P. A. Building. The dress code for seniors, dressed in their gowns, will entertain the junior class members and the guests. Musical entertainment for the evening will be provided by Tommy Dorsey and his band. The dance was announced by John G. Shearman, chairman of the Prom Committee.

The Rev. Jeremiah Fitzgerald, O.P., vice-president of the college for the class of 1951, will deliver the annual address which will be given by the senior class at the dance for his faithful service to the class and the college. Mr. Fitzgerald, vice-president, will present an appropriate gift to the Rev. Slavin as the new president of the class. Members of his class, Mr. Slavin, other members of the Class of 1951 and faculty members are invited guests.


Fr. Clark's Jokes Not Reason For Mob at "One stop Shop"

If you see a student bent over a mysterious-looking object in a conspicuous spot on the bookshop counter, place a mysterious pencil-like rod into the object, press a button and emerge with a sharp point on the pencil-like rod, don't get scared. He isn't preparing a poison dart to use on a professor or student who has fallen into his disfavor. The pencil-like rod is a pencil and the mysterious-looking object on the counter is the Bookshop's new electric pencil sharpening machine.

The Age of Electricity has come at last to the Providence College Bookshop. The electric pencil-sharpening machine is just the latest in a series of steps signed to make the Bookshop a dispenser of everything the college student needs to know about. Among the items the Bookshop is ready to offer are:

1) The only drawback we can see in these new pencil sharpeners is the popula-
2) The only drawback we can see in these new pencil sharpeners is the popula-
3) The only drawback we can see in these new pencil sharpeners is the popula-

The New England Catholic Student Peace Federation will hold its fortieth annual convention at Providence College, Saturday, May 6. Three hundred or more delegates from the fifteen colleges belonging to the Federation, are expected to attend. The convention of 1929 was not held. This year's convention will be "Russia. At Home and Abroad." The speaker of the year's convention will be Dr. Nicholas S. Timasheff, professor in the Department of History, Williams College and author on Russia and is recognized as one of the leading authorities on Russia past and present. The address of his address will be "The Fifteen Years Proceeding the Russian Revolution." All the panels will be open to Providence College students who have free periods and wish to attend, and the convention will close with a dance in the auditorium of Harkins Hall, to which the students of Providence College are invited.

The New England Catholic Student Peace Federation is an organization of students of Catholic Colleges in New England who are working together towards a better understanding of world affairs and international relations. There are seventeen member colleges: Providence College is represented by Daniel J. Sullivan, '51, who is President of the Federation, and by Angelo A. Moro, Jr., '36, Corresponding Secretary. Rev. Charles H. McKenna, O.P., Chaplain of Providence College, is faculty representative of Providence College to the New England Catholic Student Peace Federation.

The convention Saturday will open at 10:00, with a Dialogue Mass at the War Memorial Grotto. The Very Reverend Robert J. Slavin, O.P., Ph.D., President of Providence College, will be the celebrant of the Mass. After the Mass, the group will make a short trip to nearby place in Albertus Magnus Science Building. The schedule of panels is as follows:

10:00—Panel No. 1
Chairman: Alice Bowler, Emmanuel College
a. Governmental Machinery of the U.S.R.S.: John Reynolds, Fair
field University
b. Political Philosophy: Gladys A. Fuller, Anna Maria College
Discussion
11:25—Panel No. 2
Chairman: Therese M. McGrath, Newton College of the Sacred Heart
Discussion
11:50—Panel No. 2
Chairman: Therese M. McGrath, Newton College of the Sacred Heart
Discussion

Passed by popular vote, an amendment to the constitution was adopted that will make the Bookshop a popular destination for students to find the latest in book and gift items. The amendment also includes a clause that all new items brought to the Bookshop will be sold at a discount to the Providence College community.
energetic, finds his way about the slums of London of docks and dirty river eyes, like a flower, a weedy plant in the studio, drawings in the bedroom, modern collection. Wilson Steer, working in watercolor, Matthew Smith, in the great and really sole essential of existence, branches of learning, if you do not still quest for knowledge, the most high-toned and expensive. "A place of depressing atmosphere. Liberty Hall. Eventually, the indignant artist returns the snuff to say. he's against all churches, especially the Protestant tradition, he combines authority (and this is important), can to both. So during this month of May, Mary's month, let us have nothing short of standing room in evidence of devotion are guaranteed to alleviate that pressure a hundredfold. So during this month of May, Mary's month, let there be nothing short of standing room in evidence as we join the Chaplain when he intones the Rosary for conversion of the world and peace. Then, we are certain, and have no doubt that all of us are the chosen, the children of the Blessed Mother as she says, "These are my children in whom I am well pleased."
Reporter's Cousin Proves
Motor Dangers On Open Road

By F. L. McPEAKE, '50

I had heard that my cousin was reckless, especially when driving. A car was a toy to him and mugging was game. He always in a hurry and he was always using corners on the Motor Vehicle Manual.

On the road, he was the type of guy who used a nervous gas pedal. Always in a great rush, he usually sat hunched over the wheel with a big, fat cigar in one corner of his mouth. He was continually trying to figure how high he could jump over the back of the pack. If you followed his anxious path down a crowded highway, if you caught up to him, that is, you would find yourself plotting a zigzag line from one lane to another. When he saw a green light one hundred feet or more ahead, he would clench his cigar between his teeth, screw up his eyes, set his jaw and then, "step on the gas." "Here I come, ready or not." he would mutter hoarsely.

Gas. "Our ages are 27 and 25. We have an awe-inspiring faith in St. Christopher. I can't understand this contradiction. Please teach me the reason." Two Vietnamese (former Indochina) R.C. priests studying literature at the Toulouse University write: "Our ages are 27 and 25. We have spent 6 years in Italy, 3 years in France, 5 months in Great Britain, 1 month in Switzerland, 1 month in Belgium. We put our little experience at your service, if we are of some utility. If you want other details concerning us, we shall be pleased to give you. We speak English, French, Italian. We understand German but cannot speak it."
The Providence College Friars opened their home baseball season on a successful manner, trumping the visiting Vikings 9-5 in Heekin Field last Thursday. This was the first win of the young campaign for the Martins, who were averaging a previous defeat inflicted by the team from East Orange, New Jersey. The game with M.I.T. postponed on both Saturday and Monday, has been permanently cancelled.

Lefty Higgins turned in the best game of his career as he went the route, limiting the invaders to five hits. Though inclined to be a hit wild, Frank's curve was breaking very sharply and he consistently fooled the opposing batters with his change - up pitches. An excellent indication of the extent to which the Martins' hitting has improved is the fact that there are only three single to right and Maloney came away with a total of but six hits from the center fielders during the whole nine innings.

The deciding run was scored in the seventh inning by Donald, who had worked a walk and a wild pitch before he was tagged out at the plate. The Friars had already piled up two runs against the Brown aggregation that has shown itself to be the best tilt in the dorm league. It was between last year's Brown winning aggregation and this new aggregation that has shown itself to be the best of the bunch this season. The scheduled battery for the Friars' game was Gallagher and Maloney while Quinn did a nice job of running the team from behind the plate.

As far as batting and catching is concerned, Coach Larry Drew is quite satisfied. Gallagher has exceptional control and a wide variety of curves. Maloney's fast ball is very impressive and on Sunday he caught the Varsity Men looking in many occasions. Quinn has also contributed his share, his hitting is a fine as ever, demonstrating a good arm plus "know how".

To date the big weakness has been hitting but the boys are beginning to get on the case and it should only be a matter of a few days more of practice before they are up to par.

The plaque won by the relay team at Seton Hall is now being exhibited on the official bulletin board.
Learn About the

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

OPEN TO YOU AS
AN OFFICER IN THE U. S. AIR FORCE

Here's your chance to qualify for the world's finest training in aviation! If you are single, between 20 and 26 years old, have completed 2 years or more of college and meet high physical and moral qualifications, you may become a member of the Air Force.

Air Force Officer Training Team Will Be Here to Give You Full Details

MAY 8-12
9 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Room 103 Harkins Hall

JUNIOR FROM PIQS

Pictures taken at the Junior Prom last Friday night may be obtained from Ed Strack or Wall Little any day after 1 p.m. in the Cowl office, Donnelly Hall.

Original Research Paper Presented

At the Fourth Annual Eastern Colle-
ges Science Conference, three Provi-
dence College students: John F. Riley, Gastone Barzana, and Frank V. King, presented an original research paper on the development of a densitome-
ter for use in quantitative spec-

The visit to Providence College is part of a nation-wide program being conducted by the Air Force to screen new applicants for military flying.

The students will have the oppor-
tunity to learn about the various officer training programs, the requirements and procedures necessary for qualification, and what is expected of an officer in the Air Force.

Students interested in becoming officers will have the opportunity to work with Air Force personnel and learn about the training programs available.

DEFENDANT: Well, I think I can lick any day after 1 p.m. in the COWL office, Donnelly Hall.
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At St. LAWRENCE and Colleges and Universities

throughout the country CHESTERFIELD

is the largest-selling cigarette.

KIRK DOUGLAS
Famous St. Lawrence Alumnus, says:
"Chesterfield is so MILD they leave a clean, fresh taste in my mouth."

Chesterfield
THREE CIGARS FOR A DIME

Kirk Douglas

STEADING IS
"YOUNG MAN WITH A HORN"
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

Kirk Douglas

By Recent
National Survey